
In the 1970s, Ken Russell was as well known in the art-
house as the council house, where, in those pre-video 
days, it was a great way for teenage boys (like me) to see 
lots of flesh. I recently met the director at the Phoenix 
cinema in Finchley, where he was being filmed with 
Mark Kermode for The Culture Show. Ever the director, 
he yelled ‘cut!’ and ‘action!’ before the real director had a 
chance, until Kermode jokingly told him ‘stop directing, 
Ken’. Refusing to do more than one take, proclaiming ‘I’m 
one-cut Ken’, he had the crew creasing up with laughter 
with his hammy acting.

Ken Russell is a true iconoclast, an audacious mav-
erick and daring film-maker who, like that other great 
showman Busby Berkeley, perfectly understood the 
meaning of son et lumière. Now 81 but with the intellect 
and stamina of a much younger man, Russell is virtually 
his own film genre; if he were French or Italian he’d still 
be making big budget films, but in the kitchen sink world 
of British Film there is shamefully no room for bombast.

Russell is curious as to why Garageland is so-named. 
When I tell him it came from Transition Gallery which 
was originally housed in a garage, he says that he sees 
himself as a  ‘Garage-iste’ and that ‘it’s a new movement. I 
was making films in my garage for several years until my 
house burnt down. Now I don’t have a garage anymore, 
I have a conservatory, so I’m a conservatoriste! (laughs)’. 
His house burnt down in 2006 and his 53-year old wife 
was forced to flee naked from the flames. He arrived later 
and said at the time ‘There was a naked lady running 
around the garden – pity I was not there to film it.’

He is still working hard making films with a cam-
corder, but hasn’t made a studio film for a while. He says 
that the advantages of working in this way are that ‘all 
you have to do is press a red button. And there’s nobody 
telling you what to do, it’s also nice to have control over 
what I’m doing now, like I had in my early films such 

as Amelia and the Angels. It’s free and easy and anything 
that comes into one’s mind is achievable. There’s a way to 
achieve without resorting to money.’

Amelia and the Angels (1956) was the amateur film 
that got Russell a job on the BBC’s iconic arts docu-
mentary series Monitor. Around the same time, Lindsay 
Anderson and others set up their Free Cinema movement 
with a series of groundbreaking documentary films. Ken, 
who had recently converted to Catholicism (‘I’m still a 
great believer in aspects of it’), made the film as a state-
ment of his new-found faith – it was radically different 
from the Free Cinema movement. Yet, as he explained, 
with the ad-hoc nature of underground cinema at the 
time they did have one thing in common.

‘When I joined Monitor some of the Free Cinema 
movement had made documentaries on The Lambeth 
Boys and Elephant and Castle, and the boss of the pro-
gramme [Huw Wheldon] got a bit tired of these. I did a 
film about a Catholic girl who loses her angel wings that 
was so different from theirs that I got the job. But we had 
all borrowed the same camera! It was a 60mm camera 
from a documentary firm, and Tony Richardson, Lindsay 
Anderson, Karel Reiz and I all borrowed it. And we all 
couldn’t have been more different!’

Russell describes Monitor as ‘the only truly experi-
mental film school that Britain has ever produced’. In 
1962 he directed the influential documentary Pop Goes 
the Easel, are there any contemporary artists that interest 
him? ‘I’m sort of out of touch. I think Damien Hirst 
would be a good subject. I bumped into the bed lady the 
other day, I liked her a lot. I thought she was very bright. 
She’s made several films…’ Yes, she made a film about 
herself. ‘That sounds… interesting’. Hirst and Russell 
could make a great film together. Two entertainers who 
both know a thing or two about showbiz. 

In 1971 Russell directed The Devils, one of the most 
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controversial films ever made about religion. Based on an 
Aldous Huxley book about possessed nuns in seven-
teenth century France, The Devils has never been shown 
with its notorious ‘rape of Christ’ scene intact. Although 
some consider it to be blasphemous, The Devils is actu-
ally an attack on church corruption. As Russell explains: 
The Devils is on the curriculum at the Loyola University 
of Chicago (a Jesuit college). It’s a good Catholic film’. 
The film, a brutal sensory overload (as one character says: 
‘Satan is ever ready to seduce us with sensual delights’ 
– perhaps a line that could be used for many of Russell’s 
films) is seen by many as his true masterpiece, yet it’s 
still not available on DVD. ‘Warner Brothers didn’t like 
it even though it was exactly the script they’d approved. 
And they wanted all the pubic hair cut out, which would 
have made it the shortest film ever made!’

Derek Jarman did the astounding set for The Devils. 
I ask Russell how he had got involved: ‘An artist friend 
bumped into Derek on a train coming back from Paris 
and he gave her his seat on a crowded train. He had his 
portfolio with him and he showed it to her and she said: 
“Ken’s doing a film, I think he might be interested in 
you”. So I met him and I thought he was very… unusual. 
He lived in a warehouse in the east end. It was vast and 
cold and he had a tiny greenhouse in the middle which 
he lived in so he could keep warm. And on the walls 
when I went to see him he had cardinals’ coats he’d made 
with transparent material and dollar bills and I thought 
“that’s my bloke, he’s the man for me.” So I signed him 
and we had a great time’. Jarman’s stark white tiling per-
fectly captured the asylum-like feel of a convent, creating 
one of the most memorable sets ever seen on film. ‘I 
showed him Fritz Lang’s Metropolis because in Huxley’s 
book he wrote that the exorcism of sister Jeanne was the 

equivalent of a rape in a public lavatory. That reminded 
me of Metropolis because of the arches and the tiles 
you see in public lavatories, and so I showed Derek that 
and we decided to have the nun’s convent in the same 
style. Then we did another film together, Savage Messiah 
(1972), where we had a bit of the Vorticist influence. He 
was a very clever bloke, a great friend.”

German expressionist cinema was a formative 
influence on Russell. ‘As a child I used to show films to 
my parents in my dad’s garage, shorts like Felix the Cat 
and Betty Boop. Then I got hold of a copy of Seigfreid 
(Fritz Lang, 1924). The only films available were German 
Expressionist films, silent films. And to help them I’d 
play records like ‘Things to Come’ by Arthur Bliss, and 
as soon as it finished I’d turn over and start again. And 
sometimes the music hit the scene perfectly and this 
introduced me to the power of music.’ 

Those early film shows led to a lifelong fascination 
with the power of music and film… and sex. ‘You know 
I showed Faust (FW Murnau, 1926) to the fire brigade 
during the war. There was a rather randy bit in it where 
Faust is having his way with a girl on a four poster bed 
and he’s rocking away, and it was quite something for 
those days. And the camera tilts up [here he ‘frames’ the 
shot] and Mephisto is on top of the canopy laughing 
his head off. And the fireman all enjoyed that (laughs). 
I didn’t know what was going on. I was only a boy!’ But 
Metropolis is still his favourite film. ‘It has the sexiest 
robot on film’ and was made the year of his birth (1927) 
or as he says, ‘it was made in honour of my birth.’

Were there any other filmmakers that he liked? 
‘Michael Powell I loved. I liked Hitchcock’s The 39 Steps. 
There’s a wonderful scene where they’re handcuffed and 
they have to spend the night together. That film was 

ahead of its time’. I suggest that Hitchcock was about 
suppressed sexuality whereas his films are anything but, 
which amuses him. He continues: ‘Of the French New 
Wave I liked Truffaut very much. But he was the only 
one. Chabrol and co I thought were overrated’. How 
about Godard? ‘Godard?’ he sneers ‘Oh God! No, I adored 
Truffaut, I liked the composer he used, George Delerue 
(he made a documentary on him in 1966) and he wrote 
the music for my first disaster French Dressing (his first 
feature film made in 1964 as a comedy, it flopped and he 
went back to television), but I liked Cocteau best of all, 
just before the New Wave’. He rapturously extols the vir-
tues of Beauty and the Beast, Cocteau’s 1946 masterpiece 
which, like Russell’s films, is filled with hallucinatory 
imagery. ‘It was on TV when my daughter was six and I 
hadn’t seen it for years. By the end of the film we were 
both crying, moved to tears. There’s a spiritual truth in 
that film that continues to this day. Beautiful photogra-
phy mise-en-scene, and acting that still has the ability to 
move. I love it’. What of his contemporaries? ‘Kubrick was 
very clever. He made glorious films but 2001 is too long. 
He should have cut out 20 minutes. His use of music was 
a bit… wilful. With the exception of the masterful use of 
Strauss in the opening, I felt his use of music sat uncom-
fortably on the image’. And The Shining? ‘Over-rated’. 
Don’t Look Now? ‘Over-rated’. Rosemary’s Baby?  ‘Yes I 
saw that again the other day. It’s quite extreme. It’s more 
sinister than you think. Funny as well, black comedy. Mia 
Farrow is extraordinary.’

I want to talk about his own ‘supernatural’ films. I’d 
heard he was supposed to direct The Hunger. ‘I regret not 
doing that. Having seen it I liked it. But I’ve often made 
mistakes with films.’ He was also supposed to direct Cliff 
Richard in Summer Holiday, an unlikely Russell film. ‘I 

withdrew because I couldn’t get on with the composers. I 
did end up working with Cliff Richard though [in 1988], 
I made a video for him but it got banned by the BBC.’ 
Why? ‘Because I showed children playing with fire. You 
are  not allowed to do that on the Bee…Bee…Cee’. 

His first big budget film was the 1967 spy thriller 
Billion Dollar Brain. ‘As far as I know, it’s the only Hol-
lywood film where the Soviet Russians were the heroes 
and the Americans were the enemies (laughs). No-one 
seemed to notice!’ But the 70s were his commercial peak, 
leading us to talk abut how these big box office films are 
today seen as ‘arty’. Would films like The Music Lovers 
even be funded today?

‘The whole situation’s different now. You wouldn’t 
make that film today. There seems to be a sort of provin-
cialism around. Most films in those days were financed by 
America [the British government gave them tax breaks], 
and they had a more universal remit than local films 
made here. They were more international. And when 
they [the American studios] went, British films became 
more parochial. And still are it seems to me. There’s too 
much ‘reality’ now. Whereas in those days people like 
John Schlesinger actually made a much wider range of 
good films. Also, there were only a handful of people you 
had to convince to make your film, nowadays a commit-
tee decides whether or not you make a film, including 
investors who also have a say in what films are made. ’

In the 80s Russell returned to Britain and made 
Gothic and Lair of the White Worm. Gothic (1986) is set 
during the famous night that Percy Shelley, Dr Polidori 
and Mary Shelley spent the night in Lord Byron’s country 
estate telling drug-induced horror stories, just before 
she wrote Frankenstein and Polidori wrote Vampyr, a 
precursor to Dracula. It’s not a great film, I find its relent-
less hysteria too much, but I love it for its frenzied and 
astounding imagery, and its use of colour and lighting 
is almost painterly. It was marketed as a horror film but 
watching it again recently I found it to be a complex psy-
chosexual drama about the act of creating art. It unfor-
tunately has a terrible soundtrack (by Thomas Dolby!) 
right out of a cliché horror film. Russell describes it to me 
as ‘a pre-Raphaelite romp’, but does he consider it horror? 
‘No, I didn’t call it a horror, but what the distributors call 

‘THE SHINING? OVERATED. DON’T LOOK NOW? OVERATED.  
ROSEMARY’S BABY?  I SAW THAT AGAIN THE OTHER DAY. 
IT’S QUITE EXTREME. IT’S MORE SINISTER THAN YOU 
THINK. FUNNY AS WELL, BLACK COMEDY.’
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it is another matter. Like a number of films, I was asked 
to do it and it was a subject I was keen on.’ 

Two years later Russell made Lair of the White Worm 
at the same location, a fantastic piece of modern camp 
horror. Like Gothic it has extreme imagery, rampant 
sexuality and debauchery galore. The film is based on 
Bram Stoker’s novel and the plot, as such, involves the 
discovery of the cult of the giant D’Ampton worm, the 
appearance of the strange Lady Sylvia Marsh, and the 
subsequent attempts to stop her from freeing the crea-
ture from its cave. Early on there’s the obligatory Russell 
dream sequence featuring a crucifixion, giant snakes and 
a rape by Roman legionnaires… and then it really kicks 
off! As in many of Russell’s films, it revels in extreme 
imagery, which many have been put forward as a reason 
for his dismissal as a ‘serious’ filmmaker, but I’d argue he 
once again demonstrates the sublime and supernatural 
quality of the film-going experience.

‘I had already written a script for Dracula and never 
made it, but it was one of my favourite stories. I thought 
he [Bram Stoker] was a bit bonkers’. Actually Bram 
Stoker was insane by the time he wrote Lair of the White 
Worm wasn’t he? ‘Yes… none the worse for that!’

British horror, from Peeping Tom to The Wicker 
Man, has always had a slightly perverse quality to it that 
distinguishes it from US counterparts. British tastes veer 
towards grand guignol and self-parody, going for the 
giggle rather than the gasp. Although Lair of the White 
Worm is sometimes erroneously called a Hammer-spoof, 
Russell tells me that he’s not a particular fan of Ham-
mer although he has ‘seen them all, for a laugh.’ He loves 
the star of the film, Amanda Donohoe, who steals the 
show with her erotic and hilarious portrayal, spouting 
paganistic clap-trap, paralysing a boy scout with a blow 

job/vampire bite and assaulting a virgin with a strap-on. 
‘She’s wonderful, he says. ‘There was nothing you asked 
her to do that she took exception to.’ 

As already touched on, Russell’s films are poorly 
released on DVD. Yet in the US his films are still widely 
available; why? ‘Search me. They are bringing out six of 
my documentaries in America on DVD, including the 
one that’s been banned for 30 years, Dance of The Seven 
Veils.’ This is a surprise as the film is banned in perpe-
tuity by the Strauss family and the estate have stopped 
several attempted screenings of the film. ‘Oh I think the 
Strauss estate just forgot. And I’m not going to remind 
them!’ They are not however being released in the UK.

In 2006 Trapped Ashes (2006) caused a sensation in 
Cannes but was unreleased and went straight to video. 
An episodic horror, it has one section directed by Russell. 
‘It’s called The Girl With the Golden Breasts’ he explains. 
‘And it’s about a starlet who thinks her breasts are too 
small and that’s why she never gets cast. So she has her 
breasts enlarged to a nice size. But what she doesn’t real-
ise, and neither does the surgeon, is that he uses skin off 
cadavers in the implants, and the cadaver he uses for hers 
was a vampire. What happens is she has a lovely pair of 
breasts but the nipples open to reveal vampire teeth [at 
this point he leans over impersonating a biting vampire] 
that bite during sex… and suck! At the end, after she’s 
just sucked her boyfriend’s blood, she’s in bed watching 
TV with three cocktail glasses on her lap. She’s drinking 
from one, and either breast has a straw from the nipple 
to the other two glasses, draining them. She looks down 
at her breasts and says, “Wanna refill boys?” That’s the 
end’. At this he laughs a deep throaty laugh. 

His latest release, the short film A Kitten for Hitler 
is, I think, his most shocking (you can watch it on www.

comedybox.tv and make up your own mind). It came out 
of a discussion with Melvyn Bragg about censorship in 
which Bragg challenged him to write a script that should 
be banned. Russell gets excited when I tell him I watched 
it. ‘Oh you did! My latest! Did you think it was… in bad 
taste?’ he asks (hopefully, perhaps?). I’m not sure whether 
‘bad taste’ are the right words, but I was shocked. ‘Oh 
good,’ he laughs hysterically. I also found it very funny. 

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Russell has never 
been the critics’ darling; Evening Standard film critic 
Alexander Walker called him ‘monstrously indecent’ in a 
live TV confrontation (Ken whacked him with a rolled-
up copy of the newspaper).

‘I annoy them. I don’t know why. In fact most critics 
don’t like me. But you know Fellini (he has often been 
called England’s Fellini) and I both suffer from the same 
slur… ‘operatic’. In our country, the word operatic is a 
dirty word. I was once in Italy, in CineCitta, and it was 
pouring with rain. I was looking around and suddenly 
a big car pulled up, a big man got out, surrounded by 
blokes with umbrellas, it was Fellini. He came over to me 
in the pouring rain and said: “Ahhh Ken, Ken, you know 
what they call me? They call me the Ken Russell of Italy!” 
I loved him instantly. He’s an amazing artist’. 

Ken Russell also talked about his new projects with 
the enthusiasm of a first-time filmmaker. At present 
he is finishing Boudicca Bites Back, a song-cycle by his 
wife (Lisi Tribble). ‘It’s being… animated… CGI and 
all that. We shot it all against green screen, which I’m 
a great believer in, and we’ve now got a ‘cast of thou-
sands’ including chariots, Romans and God knows what. 
They’re all… trickery’. 

Introducing his 1974 film F for Fake, Orson Welles 
said ‘Ladies and gentlemen… this is a film about trickery’. 
Despite the comparisons to Fellini, I would sooner liken 
Russell to Welles, a visionary trickster and showman who 
was also dismissed by critics and found it hard in later 
life to get his vision on screen. Despite this, Russell is still 
making epic and ambitious work, just in a back garden 
instead of a backlot. He is an inspiration for aspiring 
filmmakers and when I ask what advice  he would give 
them, he offers this: ‘Unless you have imagination, then 
just pack up’.  n

WHEN I WENT TO SEE DEREK (JARMAN), HANGING ON  
HIS WALLS WERE CARDINALS’ COATS HE’D MADE WITH 
TRANSPARENT MATERIAL AND DOLLAR BILLS AND I 
THOUGHT, “THAT’S MY BLOKE, HE’S THE MAN FOR ME.” 


